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For us, it’s an opportunity to learn 
more about you, your body and 
your fitness goals. For you, it’s a 
chance to get to know the people, 
the place and how things work 
around here. Together, we hope 
to lay the foundations for a fitter, 
healthier, happier life.

Consider us your team of Sherpas. 
This is a mountain road we know 
well. We are here to give you our 
perspective, our experience. Let 
us hold your pack, lighten the load 
and show you the way as you 
make your ascent. 

We’ll provide the personalised 
coaching, the support, the tools 
and the environment to help you 
energise your life. We’ll guide you 
and challenge you.

All we ask in return is that you 
show-up and give your best on 
any given day. In real life, in the 
real world, you won’t always feel 
like it. Tiredness, bad days and bad 
moods are normal. Just Show Up.

Whilst the beginner feels they 
must be motivated in order to 
start, the expert knows that it’s 
important, they must start … And 
the motivation will follow.

So Just Show Up. Give your best 
even if on some days that means a 
lighter, easier workout.

Movement is life and you’ll always 
be better for it!* 
 
Always Keep Reaching!

WELCOME TO
AKR FITNESS

At AKR everybody starts with a trial.

*Caveat: If you’re actually unwell, please stay at home!
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THIS IS YOUR FITNESS JOURNEY.

YOUR GOALS. 

YOUR EFFORT. 

YOUR RESPONSIBILITY.

#JUST
 SHOW
 UP



Energising Life, because we 
ultimately want to help regular 
people experience life better. It’s 
that simple. To do that, we believe 
that energy is everything: that 
when you have great energy, the 
positive effects ripple into every 
aspect your life – be it at home, 
at work, or fun adventures. Great 
energy, we believe, comes in part 
from intelligent health and fitness.

For us, Intelligent Health and 
Fitness is about being smarter 
about how fitness is done.

It means starting with that positive, 
inclusive, environment and 
understanding the nuances of 
behaviour change and motivation.  
After all, fitness is forever. So we 
want people to show up, to actually 
enjoy the process and to be fit in 
the long haul.

When you do show up, you are 
never alone. Our expert coaches 
will show you the way, leading you 
through a cutting-edge training 
programme that consistently 
delivers results.

Beyond the gym, it means ditching 
the diets, the fads and extreme 
behaviour and practising the 
fundamentals in a way that you can 
stick to in real life. Because for us, 
nutrition and fitness isn’t life; it’s a 
tool for energising your life.

We can help you to look, feel and 
perform better. We can help you 
lose fat, get stronger or simply 
feel fitter and move better. We can 
help you play your sport better… 
or play with your kids better. But 
above all else, our mission is to 
Energise your Life with Intelligent 
Health and Fitness.

OUR ETHOS

At AKR, we believe in Energising Life 
with Intelligent Health and Fitness.

CARE 
We take pride in our work, our 
environment and how we serve 
our members.

PROFESSIONALISM 
We are professionals and hold 
ourselves to high standards in all 
aspects of our lives.

ENERGY  
We bring our best each day and 
leave our troubles at the door.

INTELLIGENCE 
We use a strategic, principle-based 
approach in our work.

TEAMWORK 
We work together on a 
shared mission.

GROWTH 
We are focussed on being world 
class and are dedicated to learning 
and improving.

OUR CORE VALUES

Our team works hard to maintain our unique 
culture. We do it by following our core values.
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THE AKR WAY
Whether you’re new to training or have been doing 
it for years, we take time to teach you the “The AKR 
Way”. We do more than simply take you through 
workouts: we educate you along the way and teach 
you the hows & whys of training which will stay 
with you for life.

Our Training Manifesto 
Our team provides members with high-quality 
training based on the following principles:

1. JUST SHOW UP 
Consistency of effort beats intensity of effort.

2. ELEGANCE & GRACE 
Movement quality before movement quantity.

3. WHOLE-BODY 
Prioritise, multi-joint exercises and whole-body 
workouts.

4. PRINCIPLES BEFORE METHODS 
Never focus on one way or one tool.

5. ROUNDED FITNESS 
Develop a range of fitness qualities.

6. TIME IS FINITE 
Focus on time-efficient, quality workouts.

7. FITNESS IS FOREVER 
Enjoy the journey for the journey is the goal.
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The park bench, on the other hand, is a time to sit and listen and enjoy 
the sunshine. We wait for nothing. The local squirrels who showed up 
yesterday may or may not be here today. And that’s okay. We are simply 
enjoying the experience.

The Park Bench better reflects the AKR Way. Fitness is forever. And your 
life lasts considerably longer than a six or twelve-week health kick. So we 
need to find something we can keep doing.

Of course we still train hard. But we accept that things won’t be perfect. 
We know that life can be complex and that we can’t go full pelt all the time.

So we focus on the process of simply showing up and enjoying the 
experience. We go light when we need to and, knowing that consistency 
trumps intensity, we never judge things as good or bad based on a single 
session, day or week. 

THE PARK BENCHTHE BUS BENCH  
 
When we wait for a bus, we’re filled with expectations. There’s 
somewhere to get to – a clear goal and focus. The bus should be here on 
time and if we don’t see it, we get frustrated.

This is akin to being on a diet or fitness regime. It’s a short-term thing. 
There’s pressure and purpose and rules to follow in order to get to 
a specific outcome. We’re trying to get in shape for our holidays, for 
instance, and there’s no time to waste.

THE TWO BENCHES

The tale of the two benches, borrowed from 
strength coach, Dan John, represents a simple 
way of explaining our approach to fitness.
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YOUR 30-DAY TRIAL

TAILORED TRAINING 
PROGRAMME 
You’ll enjoy our training 
programme tailored to your goals 
and needs by a professional coach.

SMALL-GROUP PERSONAL 
TRAINING SESSIONS 
(SGPT) 
The trial includes up to 10 small-
group personal training sessions 
that blend flexibility, strength and 
high-intensity exercises.

UNLIMITED FITNESS 
CLASSES 
Our group fitness timetable is 
designed to complement our 
SGPT sessions and help you 
further customise your training 
programme.

MEMBERS’ PORTAL 
Our Members’ Portal is a hub of 
educational material, tools and 
resources you can access whenever 
you need them.

NUTRITION COACHING 
We’ll provide nutrition guidance 
and habit-coaching so you can 
master your eating habits, and 
begin to make a change that sticks. 
Without becoming a health freak.

BODY COMPOSITION 
ANALYSIS 
Our sophisticated scanning 
machine can help you track 
changes in your body composition 
of muscle, fat, water and more.

COMMUNITY & SUPPORT 
Our in person meet-ups and private 
Facebook group offer a place 
to share thoughts, experiences, 
resources and lessons.

Everybody at AKR starts their journey with a 30-Day Trial. It’s your 
chance to try out the people, the place and the programme before 
deciding whether or not you want to make a longer commitment.

What’s included:
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SMALL GROUP 
PERSONAL TRAINING 
(SGPT) 
At AKR our SGPT is delivered in 
small groups of up to 6 people 
with one coach. 
With other people around there 
is energy, camaraderie and 
social support for you during 
your sessions. 

It’s not just a group workout 
though. We’ve worked with 
hundreds of people covering 
a wide range of ages and 
fitness levels and we’ll tailor 
the programme and the pace 
to suit you and your goals. 
Your feedback on how you’re 
finding things is vital - we’ll 
keep in touch throughout your 
trial to make sure we’re on the 
right track together.

CLASS TIMETABLE 
SGPT is just one aspect of 
your training programme. 
Our “Team Training” class 
timetable complements the 
SGPT programme and it enables 
you to build a rounded training 
programme that is customised 
to your goals. We have Team 
Training classes focussed on 
cardio and core, higher-intensity 
strength work, flexibility and 
movement, yoga and more.

OUR CRAFT
DESIGNED FOR YOU

At AKR, we specialise in small-group 
personal training (SGPT).

1 3
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Fitness is multifaceted. Our culture tends to focus on appearance 
but energy and confidence too, emanate from a body that is 
capable. A body that allows you to move gracefully and perform 
well out there in the real world. A body that allows you to enjoy 
today and be ready for tomorrow.

ARE YOU READY?

READY FOR OPPORTUNITIES.  
For spontaneous moments of play or adventure. For bucket list 
experiences made better – or made possible – with an energised 
and able body. 

READY FOR CHALLENGES. A FITNESS BASE.  
A healthy heart. Strong muscles and supple joints. The physical 
and mental resilience to cope with life’s inevitable trips and 
stumbles and setbacks.

READY FOR OLD AGE.  
To be capable of squeezing the juice out of this short life of ours. 
To be free. To play with grandchildren. To be truly alive.

1 5



STRUCTURE OF 
A SGPT SESSION

RAMP CARDIO 
Each SGPT session begins with a few minutes of general movement 
with the aim of gradually increasing your heart-rate while getting 
your mind right for the workout ahead.

MOBILITY FLOW 
We then move through a series of exercises designed to increase 
your suppleness and promote joint health. Let’s all age more 
gracefully! 

ACTIVATION 
Now it’s time to fire up your most underutilised muscles and continue 
your preparation for the strength exercises ahead.

PATTERNS & POWER 
Here we practice the specific movement patterns we’ll be using in the 
strength section. We also include a power element – important for 
athleticism and youthfulness.

STRENGTH 
Full body strength increases our capacity to do things. We become 
more capable and more confident. Strength training is also a proven 
means of helping us look more toned.

CONDITIONING 
Our “finisher” is a chance to crank up the intensity, work on your 
cardio fitness and your ability to recover quickly from short bouts of 
activity. It also allows an opportunity for some additional, personal, 
goal-related fitness or supplementary work.
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A key principle when it comes to your training, is what’s known as 
progressive overload. It simply means that in order to create a training 
effect – in order to change your body – we need to gradually do a little 
more than before. Over time, that could mean lifting heavier weights, 
performing more reps, doing more work in less time. There are lots of 
ways to create an overload. For now, just know that it’s important. i.e. 
Always Keep Reaching!

TRAINING TIP

A LITTLE MORE, A LITTLE BETTER…
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I WANT TO 
TONE MY...

People sometimes come to us looking 
to tone up a specific body part, such as 
their stomach or arms.

A “toned” look requires two things:

1. Relatively low body fat in that specific area so that the shape of 
the muscle underneath can be seen.

2. A strong and firm muscle underneath the layer of body fat.

While no. 2 is possible through strength training, (i.e. we can firm 
and strengthen particular muscles by exercising those muscles); 
unfortunately, no.1 is not. That is, we cannot target specific body 
parts from which to lose fat.

Fat loss occurs generally; not specifically. It’s kind of like draining a 
swimming pool: it doesn’t matter if you unplug at the bottom, make 
a hole in the side or scoop out from the top; the water line reduces in 
the same way.

As you’ll learn in the nutrition section, fat loss is more about calories. 
So rather than try to burn fat from specific body parts (like draining 
the pool from specific areas), we’d be better served to exercise our 
whole body and make tweaks to our eating habits.
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Beginners sometimes want to treat every workout like it’s a test: every 
workout needs to be all out, “go hard or go home”.

Experts understand that training is practice. It’s showing up consistently 
and working to do a little more, a little better over a longer period of time. 
Experts understand that testing, done periodically, is the time to see if 
their training has worked, to go all out and see exactly what they are 
capable of.

At AKR we have a number of ways to “test” performance, including our 
Personal Challenge Weeks, The AKR Games and wider non-gym events 
such as 10ks and obstacle course runs and strength challenges.

NO PAIN, NO GAIN? 
It’s normal to feel a little sore after some training sessions, particularly at 
the beginning or when you are doing new exercises. The soreness tends 
to peak at around 48 hours after exercising and as a result is known as 
DOMS (Delayed Onset Muscle Soreness).

While it is inevitable sometimes, DOMS is not an indicator of the success 
of a workout, nor is it a requirement for progress.

TRAINING VS.
TESTING

Speaking of DOMS, it’s often thought that stretching at the end of a 
workout can help reduce soreness but unfortunately that idea is not well 
supported in the scientific literature.

As such we don’t put a huge emphasis on stretching at the end of a 
session. That said, taking some time to cool down, however, can help 
with recovery and we do encourage you to do some light moving and/or 
stretching before heading off.

The best time to work specifically on your stretching is away from your 
workout and we have separate classes designed for just that.

COOL IT!
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Results achieved at AKR can be defined in many ways such as achieving 
weight loss, reducing body fat, increasing muscle, getting stronger and 
feeling fitter in general.

Seeing measurable changes in one’s body is possible in 30 days, but it’s 
just as important to look beyond 30 days and at the bigger picture of your 
life.

Fitness is forever. And getting drawn in on short-term fixes can often work 
against creating lasting health and fitness and a happy relationship with 
food and exercise.

We want to help you lay the foundations for a life of feeling energised 
and fit and confident and results could therefore also include finding 
something you enjoy and can stick to with consistency.

It could be appreciating improvements in day-to-day life including better 
energy, better movement, better sleep and a more positive outlook 
overall.

After all, health and fitness isn’t life; it’s a tool for energising your life!

TYPICAL RESULTS
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OUR MEMBERS

We work with regular people from 
the complete beginner to the super-
fit, aged from mid-20s up to 60s and 
beyond. The average age of our 
members is around 41 and around 
70% of our members are women.  
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“SINCE I’VE
STARTED AKR
I’VE BECAME
STRONGER,
BOTH PHYSICALLY
AND MENTALLY.”

My physical performance has improved considerably (20Kg 
weight loss, PBs in 3K, 5K, 10K, completed my first ever Duathlon 
& Triathlon), I am also much more confident in how I train and 
eat. I don’t beat myself up for missing a session, or having that 
occasional treat, I’ve learned, through AKR, that it’s part of life.

The atmosphere within sessions is nothing but positivity, there 
are no egos, no one-upmanship, no posing!!, everyone has a 
genuine respect and enthusiasm when challenges are overcome 
& PBs are achieved. The coaches are all first class, full of 
enthusiasm, advice and know when to give you that little push…

Since I’ve started at AKR I’ve became stronger, both physically 
and mentally, improved my confidence, energy levels (important 
with an 18-month-old son to chase) and most importantly living 
and enjoying life to the full.

R
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N

“I AM SO MUCH
STRONGER, HEALTHIER,
AND INFINITELY  MORE
CONFIDENT THAN I
WAS A YEAR AGO.”

I love being at AKR because I enjoy feeling that I can be strong, 
achieve goals, and be with other people who share the same 
enthusiasm. I am so much stronger, healthier, and infinitely more 
confident than I was a year ago.

The habits we practice together have really helped me to change 
how I now think about health and weight-loss, in fact, I don’t really 
care about losing weight anymore. And, being a stone lighter, I lost 
the weight anyway!

I am now just super excited to discover what I can achieve with AKR 
in the future!

#TheJourneyIsTheGoal #TeamAKR

LIZ
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“THE TEAM AT AKR
ARE REALISTIC
WITH THEIR
EXPECTATIONS OF
PEOPLE AND  DELIVER
A PROGRAMME
SPECIFICALLY FOR YOU.” 

I am proud of what I have achieved in the short time I have been 
coming to AKR. It has worked for me because you feel part of 
something at AKR– there is a camaraderie at AKR that I enjoy.  

There is a good work ethic in the sessions but we have fun too.

We work hard but for me this is done so in a manageable and 
sustainable way.  Getting in shape and in control of your life 
is not something that you can dip in and out of– the team at 
AKR are realistic with their expectations of people and deliver a 
programme specifically for you. When they see an opportunity to 
push you they will do this, but sustainability is the key.

The coaches deserve a lot of credit 
for the condition I am in today.  
They have gotten to know me as a 
person, they know what works for 
me and what doesn’t and through 
that nurturing I don’t think I will 
ever go back to the person I was 
before AKR.

I am always looking for the next 
challenge and pretty much feel that 
anything is now achievable.

“IT’S NOT ALWAYS
BEEN EASY, BUT I NOW
FEEL IN CONTROL.”

Over the past year I’ve followed a balanced approach to my 
nutrition. No more fad diets. No more exercising to extremes. No 
more stop/start cycles. No more eating only chicken & broccoli for a 
month before my holidays!

I’ve lost around 6kg and managed to keep it off with no major 
fluctuations. More importantly, my mindset and my relationship with 
food & exercise has completely changed.  It’s not always been easy, 
but I now feel in control.

The training sessions are awesome and I’ve made new friends along 
the way– it really is a fantastic community, full of lovely people!

C
H

R
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A
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Our eating habits have a big impact on 
our energy, our performance and our body 
composition. If you’re not on track with 
nutrition, it’s either a knowledge problem or 
a behaviour problem. Let’s explore…

NUTRITION – KNOWING THE PATH

We have quantity – the right amount of food 
for our goals. And we have quality – the 
types of food we eat.
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QUANTITY: CALORIES 
The quantity of the food we eat is best measured in calories. 
And calories are king.

The only way to lose weight is to be in a calorie deficit. That means 
eating fewer calories than you burn over a given period of time. 
The inverse is also true: to gain weight, you must eat more calories 
than you burn.

You do not necessarily need to count calories in order to create a 
calorie deficit, nor do you need to starve yourself. But calories must 
be respected.

There are a number of ways to practice eating the right amount of 
food, including following a meal plan, practising habits or by tracking 
what you eat. 

Check out our Member’s Portal for an example meal plan and a calorie 
& macro calculator. We have more on habits later in this handbook.

QUALITY: MACROS & MICROS 
While calories are king, and in theory, you would lose weight eating 
nothing but chocolate if you were in a calorie deficit, food quality 
does matter.

Getting the right balance of macronutrients – protein, fat and 
carbohydrates – in your diet will make it much easier to maintain a 
calorie deficit (if weight loss is your goal) and to keep performing well 
and feeling energised.

We also need an abundance of micronutrients – vitamins and minerals 
– to support our health.

We have more on the roles of protein, fat and carbs and of 
micronutrients in our nutrition bible, Fad-Free Fat Loss, available in the 
Member’s Portal.
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Walking the path is typically where 
we hear people struggle most with 
nutrition. “I know what to do, I just 
can’t get myself to do it!”

Here are some key principles:

EAT LIKE AN ADULT 
Eat at regular times. Eat your 
vegetables. Go easy on the sweets 
and crisps and fast food. Go 
easy on the booze. You already 
know this stuff. Every low mood 
or tantrum doesn’t require a 
chocolate-based “pick-me-up”. 
Every good behaviour doesn’t 
warrant a treat. Treat yourself like 
someone you are responsible for 
helping. How would you suggest 
they eat? Do that.

STOP MORALISING FOODS 
No food is “good” or “bad”. What 
you eat is not a moral issue. While 
it can seem otherwise, no food 
can make you gain or lose weight 
all on its own. Moralising your 
food choices creates problems. 
Problems with willpower, with self-
worth, with guilt. 

… And with your ability to maintain 
a happy relationship with food.

You’ve been there before: you’ve 
been “good”, so you celebrate … 
by having something “bad”. Or, 
you feel low or just feel like being 
naughty, so you pick yourself up 
with one of those forbidden foods.

As soon as you eat something 
“bad” the floodgates open. After 
all, come Monday, you’ll be back 
to being “good” so you might as 
well enjoy yourself now that today 
is ruined.

Letting go of your judgements and 
adopting a more neutral view of all 
foods is a key first step – especially 
if you’ve had a history of dieting or 
disordered eating. 

Food is food. As far as weight loss 
or weight gain is concerned, what 
matters is the overall context of 
your diet: the balance of energy in 
vs. energy out.

NUTRITION 
WALKING THE PATH

Choose Better Labels 
Good vs. Bad doesn’t work with food. Instead, here’s how we suggest 
describing your nutrition choices:

CALORIE DENSE 
Calorie density is simply an idea of how many calories a 
food has for a given weight. (e.g. cheese is calorie dense, 
so is chocolate. Rice cakes are not.) A calorie dense food is 
not a “bad” food; we need calories! On the other hand, a 
low caloric density doesn’t make a food “good”. Eat a whole 
packet of rice cakes and those calories add up just the same.

NUTRIENT DENSE 
Nutrients are the vitamins and minerals we need for health. 
Whole, minimally processed food tends to be nutrient dense. 
Think fruit, vegetables, animal products. People often refer 
to low-nutrient density foods as “empty calories” – calories 
without nutrients. Ok, but such foods may still have a helpful 
role in your diet…

SATIATING 
This is how filling a food is. Protein has been found to be 
more filling than fat or carbs – it keeps you fuller longer. 
Crisps, for instance, not-so-filling. Vegetables aren’t 
necessarily particularly filling, but we can eat a lot of them 
while consuming relatively few calories, so they can help 
us to feel full. A relatively high fibre content can also help 
with satiety.

ENJOYABLE 
This matters. If you don’t enjoy your diet, you won’t stick to 
it. … And if you don’t stick to it, your results won’t last. So 
those not-so-nutritious foods may have some value after all.

By adopting these labels, we can be more rational about 
our food choices and avoid the energy/guilt that surrounds 
our decisions.
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Be More Organised 
For the most part, it’s not about the food. You already know how to eat 
like a grown up.

You know some simple things you can tweak to improve your diet.

What we tend to overlook, though, is the power of being organised 
with food. When we’re disorganised, we leave ourselves at the 
mercy of our mood, our willpower, and whatever is convenient at 
the time. … And we know how that tends to work out.

So, what could you do to make enjoyable, nutritious, filling food, 
more convenient? More practical and available when you need it?

• Is it case of having a plan?

• Finding some recipes?

• Doing the food shop?

• Having a fall-back strategy for when things get crazy? (In life, 
things do get crazy!)

• Perhaps it means scheduling time to cook and freeze food in 
advance?

Prioritise this stuff – get yourself organised – and the rest becomes 
easier. Reduce chaos and you’ll preserve your willpower.

Schedule, plan and stay on track.
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THIS IS NEAT

MOVE MORE

While your workouts contribute to the total calories you burn in 
a day, they are only a small part of it. Really, the main benefit of 
working out lies less in calorie burning and more in helping you to 
function better. To become stronger. More able. More confident. To 
feel better, more energised. 

What’s not so obvious is the impact of all the other movement you do (or 
don’t do!) in the other 15 or so waking hours you have each day.

This movement is called NEAT (Non Exercise Associated Thermogenesis) 
and includes walking, stretching, fidgeting, taking the stairs, etc. Any and 
all movement that you would not class as formal exercise is NEAT.

NEAT can have a major contribution to the calories we burn in a day so 
it’s important to keep it high – especially if weight loss is your goal.

Either way – movement is life! – it helps keep our body and mind 
functioning well, so consider these tips to increase your NEAT:

• Track your step count. Aim for the recommended 10,000 steps per day. 
If that seems impossible, simply just aim for a little more than before!

• Park the car in the furthest away space.

• Use the stairs instead of lifts/escalators.

• Set reminders to get up from your desk more frequently.

• Do more low-level activities such as walking.

Easy to do. And they all add up!

Often overlooked, recovery and 
self-care is vital. Vital for physical 
repair as our body adapts to our 
training, but just as vital mentally 
and emotionally if we want to be 
a healthy, happy human being 
making the most of our life.

TREAT YOURSELF LIKE 
SOMEONE YOU ARE 
RESPONSIBLE FOR 
HELPING. 
In order to live well and to be there 
for others, you need to take care 
of yourself. A wise approach is 
to take care of, help and be good 
to yourself in the same way you 
would take care of, help and be 
good to someone you loved and 
valued. 

Or – because we have a dog-
friendly community here at AKR 
– treat yourself like you treat your 
dog! Think about it: dog owners 
typically feed their dog high 
quality food and yet, at the same 
time, are wary about giving it too 
many treats.

Most dog owners exercise the 
dog daily, groom it and pet it. 
They show the dog care and 
attention and if it misbehaves, 
they are quick to forgive. How do 
you treat yourself?

REDUCE CHAOS 
People who demonstrate greater 
self-control in life don’t have more 
willpower than everybody else. 
Instead, they have less chaos. They 
better organise their lives so they 
aren’t always battling temptation 
and reacting to stressful situations.

Set aside some time to reduce 
the chaos in your life. Clarify your 
to-do list, organise your inbox, file 
the paperwork, tidy up your desk 
or your home, take care of that 
difficult task that’s been lurking. 
Declutter, organise, make a plan.

You will feel better.

RECOVERY &
SELF CARE
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Sleep is crucial, not just for physical regeneration, but it also helps to 
regulate our hormones – including those involved with appetite! – and is 
needed for proper mental function.

Here are some simple sleep strategies you could try as part of your 
bedtime routine.

Consistent sleep-wake cycle. 
If possible try to get up and go to 
bed at the same time each day.

Blackout Curtains / Blinds 
Get the environment right. A cool, 
dark room can help. Fresh air too.

Manta Sleep Mask 
If you can’t get the room sufficiently 
dark, a mask might help. The Manta 
Sleep Mask is the best we’ve found 
and is actually pretty comfortable. 
Get it at: https://mantasleep.
com/?rfsn=5187400.823c88&utm_
source=refersion&utm_
medium=affiliate&utm_
campaign=5187400.823c88)

Music / Headspace / 10% Happier 
Can’t sleep? Try not to stress. 
Go get your phone and try a 
meditation app, a sleepy Spotify 
playlist or something similar.

The Big Z 
A sleepy high protein hot chocolate 
which comes in at around 100kcal. 
Get it at: TheProteinWorks.com/
the-big-z

A book 
Ditch the tech – the phones, TVs 
and other bright screens – and pick 
up a book instead.

Pukka Teas Night Time Tea 
Try a night-time tea to help you 
wind down. We like the Pukka Teas 
Night Time Tea.

Lumie Bodyclock 
This alarm clock is fantastic. It 
gradually dims at night then 
gradually lights up in the morning 
so you no longer need to wake in 
the darkness. Get it at: AKRFitness.
com/AlarmClock

Journaling 
Too many thoughts? Download all 
that clutter onto paper in a journal. 
Do this frequently and it might just 
help you switch off.

Renewal is more than just rest and relaxation. It’s about a sense of well-
being. According to Richard Boyzatis, without periodic doses of renewal, 
we simply burn up. In his book, Resonant Leadership, he explains that the 
following four experiences invoke the renewal processes in the body:

MINDFULNESS 
Is being fully conscious: awake, 
aware and being present to 
ourselves and the world around 
us. Mindfulness starts with self-
awareness: knowing about yourself 
and your values, your limitations 
and what makes you tick. One very 
simple way to practice mindfulness 
is to simply focus on your breath 
and notice the feelings and 
sensations in your body.

HOPE  
Is being excited about a possible 
future that we generally feel is 
attainable. Engaging in a positive, 
hopeful attitude, can engage 
physiological and psychological 
renewal. i.e. Positive changes 
in your brain, your hormones 
and how you feel. This could be 
practised by setting aside some 
time to get clear on what you 
want and regularly reviewing your 
vision for the future.

COMPASSION  
Is being in-tune with, and caring 
about, other people and yourself, 
and a willingness to act on 
those feelings of care. When we 
consistently act based on a real 
understanding of others, and with 
care and concern, our relationships 
grow and deepen and we avoid the 
stressful feelings of isolation and 
alienation. Compassion starts by 
simply being more curious about 
others and the world outside of 
your own bubble.

PLAY  
Is being engaged or lost in 
activity for enjoyment. 
… And it sometimes gets 
forgotten in adulthood! Getting 
lost in the moment of doing 
something fun and enjoyable can 
be transformative for our mood 
and stress levels. The trick is to 
distinguish between genuine 
engagement and enjoyment, and 
the mindless drifting we often 
call fake relaxation.

RESPECT SLEEP PRACTISE 
SELF-RENEWAL
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WILLPOWER AND 
MOTIVATION

MORE WILLPOWER? 
When it comes to willpower, we often believe we just need more. 
We need to be stricter and more disciplined to force ourselves to 
do the things we know we “should”. 

But the thing about willpower is that the more we try to use it, less we feel 
we have to use!

The solution, then, isn’t more willpower, but less reliance on willpower in 
the first place. Indeed, studies have shown that people who demonstrate 
high levels of self-control don’t have some superhuman iron will. Instead, 
they use less willpower than the rest of us.

How? They organise their lives in such a way that it takes less effort to 
stay on track. They develop the habits, the routines and higher quality 
motivation that means it’s not a constant willpower battle.

And we’ll show you how you can do it too!
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TURNING THE VOLUME UP 
We tend to think of motivation 
almost like the volume of our music 
player. It runs on a sliding scale 
from low to high. When the volume 
is low, it’s hard to hear it, hard to 
get stuff done. But when the beats 
get turned up, we’re buzzing, we’re 
all action. We’re on fire.

The logical solution seems to be 
to find ways to keep that volume 
turned up. We tend towards a 
variety of techniques: we sign 
up for a programme, a 10k, or a 
mud run. We dangle the carrot of 
looking toned on our holiday, we 
take measurements or photos, 
or maybe we might even hire 
someone else or something else to 
turn the music up for us.

There are many tools and devices 
and apps that are designed to turn 
up our motivational volume. There 
are plenty of people out there 
who will bully and guilt us into 
staying on track. … And there are 
thousands of motivational videos 
on YouTube that we can utilise 
should the volume start to dip.

… But we still have the stop-start 
cycles. Sooner or later someone 
always presses the mute button. 
To hell with it all.

There’s got to be another way…

WHICH SONG ARE 
YOU PLAYING? 
Motivation isn’t just about volume. 
It’s not just about how much you 
have and how intense it is. Just 
like music, it turns out that quality 
matters too. 

It doesn’t matter how loud the 
music is. If you don’t like the song, 
sooner or later you’re going to 
turn it off. Sooner or later you’re 
going to choose to play a track that 
sounds good to you.

This is important. Motivation 
quality runs along a spectrum from 
suboptimal “external” motivation, 
to optimal “intrinsic” motivation:

MORE FIRE?
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THE SPECTRUM 
OF MOTIVATION*

None of these forms of motivation is bad; if it gets you moving, 
great! But external and introjected motivation tends to be short 
lived. It can feel controlling.

At the other end of the spectrum, when something simply becomes a 
part of who you are – or better yet, when something is fun! – you’ll find 
you don’t need to cajole and control yourself to do it. You can keep going 
longer and with less angst. And that means better results and a smoother, 
happier life.

So how do you move up the spectrum?

Just show up!

We’ve created a positive, motivational climate designed to support your 
sense of autonomy, competence and relatedness and help you feel more 
intrinsically motivated.

* From the work of Ed Deci & Richard Ryan and adapted by Habitry.com

Type of 
motivation Amotivated External Introjected Identified Integrated Intrinsic

‘What it 
sounds 

like’
‘I dont care’

‘My partner 
is making 

me’

‘I feel guilty 
if i don’t’

‘I want to be 
healthier’

‘It’s part of 
who I am’ ‘‘it’s fun’

Quality of 
Motivation Less Self-Determined More Self-Determined
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So rather than feeling controlled, we understand that this is your fitness 
journey. Your goals. Your effort. Your responsibility. At AKR, everything is 
optional. That means you never have to do anything you don’t want to do. 

Rather than feeling stupid, we’ll show you the way. We’ll coach you and let 
you see how you are improving. As we’re sure you’ve experienced before, 
getting better at something that matters to you is highly motivating!

And rather than feeling isolated and alone, you’ll become part of a 
supportive community of likeminded people. A place to belong, a place 
you can actually enjoy coming to.
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LIFESTYLE SKILLS 
PRACTICE

You want to make a change that lasts.  After all, fitness is forever – if you 
stop, it all goes away.  Yet, the very approach most of us take when we 
embark on a health kick almost guarantees that it won’t last.  That is, we 
use external motivation to fire us up and we rely on willpower to help us 
follow through on making a massive change.

You’ve tried it before and it didn’t last.  And if you read the previous 
section, you know why. Instead, we suggest practicing skills.

Skill practices are great because:

• They steer our focus away from perfection.  Rather than the all-or-
nothing approach typically adopted, when we practice we expect to make 
mistakes!  Think of learning music or language or learning to drive.

• We can practise forever forever – and there’s something inherently 
satisfying about seeing yourself progress in a skill.

• Everybody gets better at skills with practice.  Lifestyle skills are like 
every other skill we practise (like practising the deadlift or the kettlebell 
swing, the more repetitions we get, the better we get at the skill).

• At the same time, we don’t get penalized on the days we don’t practise. 
Missing a days doesn’t mean we “lose” the skill. We won’t suddenly 
forget how to deadlift if we miss a day or two of training.  It doesn’t 
mean we are “out of the habit”.  It’s not all-or-nothing, it just means 
that we didn’t practise that day.

WHY PRACTISE SKILLS?
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At AKR, we have 7 fundamental skill practices.  We practice one at a time for 
two weeks at a time with the intention of getting back at them over time.

We figure if you can be reasonably consistent with these seven, most of 
the time, you’ll be in great shape!

1. POWER DOWN 
A regular routine helps us to 
sleep better and sets the tone for 
consistency in the rest of our life.

2. PRIORITISE PROTEIN 
Higher protein diets can help with 
fat loss by helping us to feel full and 
build and maintain lean mass.

3. EAT JUST ENOUGH 
Overeating (or, for some 
- undereating) is a major 
obstacle to reaching our health 
and fitness goals.

4. MOVE MORE 
Motion is lotion!  Movement keeps 
our joints working.  It helps us burn 
more calories through NEAT and 
can have a positive impact on our 
mood.  By increasing blood flow it 
can also help with recovery from 
more intense exercise.

5. EAT COLOURFUL VEGGIES 
Vegetables are rich in the vitamins 
and minerals that promote health.

6. REVIEW & RENEW 
Stress is an inherent part of life and 
without periodic doses of renewal, 
we simply burn out.

7. SNACK SMART 
Mindless snacking, or poor hunger 
management tends to be a big 
reason people don’t reach their 
health and fitness goals.

THE 7 SKILL PRACTICES OF 
HIGHLY RESILIENT REACHERS
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When forming habits, there are 5 important principles to consider.  

The behaviour you choose should be:

STEP ONE: CHOOSE YOUR LEVEL 
For each habit we have 3 levels to choose from depending on where 
you’re at.

STEP TWO: MAKE A COMMITMENT 
Then we make an easy commitment. It goes like this:

“I am 90-100% confident that I will [action] when [insert the trigger or 
situation that will remind you to ask here] in order to [insert the outcome 
you want to improve].”

STEP THREE: TRACK YOUR HABIT 
Because we humans are great at fooling ourselves, a smart move is to 
track your practice.

You can track on paper – and there are practice-tracking cards available 
from the AKR Reception.  Or you could use a habit-tracking app such as 
Strides on iOS.

STEP FOUR: REFLECT AND ADJUST 
Every day in our Facebook group we ask the two questions:

1). What did you do well today?

2). What did you learn today?

These questions are designed to help you to reflect on what worked and 
what you can tweak to do better next time.

If you didn’t manage to stick to your commitment, the trick is to make it 
easier until you can.  For example, if you’re not managing to eat three 
portions of vegetables each day, you could aim for one or two.

There is more on our skill practices each fortnight via email and in our 
Facebook group as we introduce each new practice.

1. OBVIOUS. 
You should be clear about what it is you’re actually going to do.

2. FREQUENT. 
i.e. Multiple times per week. Daily is best, where possible.

3. PERSONALISED. 
Choose a level or behaviour based on you and where you’re at.

4. TRIGGERED. 
Identify something during your day that will trigger or cue you to 
take action.

5. TOTALLY WITHIN YOUR CONTROL. 
e.g. “Sleep 8 hours per night”, is not completely within your control; 
“spend 5 minutes relaxing before bed”, might be.

HOW TO 
PRACTISE SKILLS
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As much as we like to believe in a fantasy world of happily ever after, 
that’s not real life. 

In real life, there are always two sides. We have hot and cold, night and 
day, challenge and support, happiness and sadness. We have times when 
things go right, and times when they go horribly, horribly wrong.

PRACTISE ACCEPTANCE 
Negative feelings are normal. Rather than fight them or try to push 
them away, accept them. See them for what they are and let them run 
their course.

Further reading: The Happiness Trap by Russ Harris

The human brain is not the rational, logical computer that we like to think 
it is. We are emotional beings and we have a brain that makes mistakes. 
We misremember, we take shortcuts in our thinking and our head is full of 
biases and logical fallacies. Put simply: we fool ourselves all the time. If we 
appreciate this, we can plan for it.

PLAN FOR YOUR 
WORST SELF 
Rather than make plans or 
commitments for life “in an ideal 
world”. A smart strategy is to 
plan for your worst self. Because 
life is seldom an ideal world! 
When we’re in one state, let’s 
say motivated, or calm, we find it 
difficult to relate to what it is like 
when we’re in another state, like 
being demotivated or “hangry”. 
Indeed, it’s easy to believe we’ll be 
motivated forever!

We won’t. So, when you’re feeling 
good, a smart approach is to 
make plans for when things aren’t 
going so well. Plan for your most 
demotivated, irrational, illogical 
self. How can you shape your 
environment for your worst self?

• How can you make nutritious 
food more convenient and the 
low-quality, calorie dense stuff 
less so?

• What’s your fallback plan?

• If nothing else, what’s the bare 
minimum you could do?

TRACK SOMETHING 
We remember the spinach we 
ate … but not the whole packet 
of Hobnobs.

Whether it’s our habit practice, 
our step count, our workouts 
or our food, tracking keeps us 
honest. If you’re not moving in 
the direction you want to, pick 
something to track and see if 
you’re actually doing what you 
believe you’re doing.

It’s probably not your genetics 
or your metabolism. Most likely 
you’re simply not as “on point” 
with your health and fitness habits 
as you think you are.

Book Recommendation: You Are 
Not So Smart by David McRaney

APPRECIATE THE LIMITATIONS 
OF YOUR BRAIN

TROUBLESHOOTING

Sooner or later it’s going to go wrong. 
Let’s be real for a moment. 
It is going to go wrong. 
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Stress and tough times are inevitable in life. Often, it’s during challenging 
times that people stop doing the very things that are best for them. Let’s 
look at how the beginner and the expert react differently to three different 
levels of stress. (Hat tip to Josh Hillis for this one).

RED LIGHT: MASSIVE STRESS

Beginner  
Quits the programme. In a Bus Bench or nothing mindset, the beginner 
doesn’t see that their habits can be scaled up or down to match their 
current stress level. So they quit altogether.

Developing 
Eager not to stop completely so reaches out to the community/coaches 
for help on how to scale their habits to stay on the Park Bench throughout 
this challenging period.

Expert  
Stays on the Park Bench. Understands the value of #JustShowUp. Scales 
down their habits to a fallback version. It could mean fewer or lighter 
workouts. It might be buying convenient yet balanced meals rather than 
home cooking.

AMBER LIGHT: MODERATE OR TEMPORARY STRESS

Beginner 
Goes for the Bus Bench. Tries too hard and falls off track. Vows to work 
even harder/be more disciplined and hops straight back on the bus, 
repeating the cycle.

Developing 
Aiming for the consistency of the Park Bench so asks community/coaches 
for feedback about how much to take on.

Expert  
Stays on the Park Bench. Appreciates when things can be ramped up in 
an amber light and when they should be scaled down.

GREEN LIGHT: EVERYTHING IS GREAT!

Beginner  
Does great … But thinks green light is required for success.

Developing  
Does great. May consider the Bus Bench but recognises the value of the 
Park Bench and how it’s possible to stay on track in amber and red lights.

Expert 
May choose the Bus Bench and ramp things up for a while during this 
stress-free time. Will also take the time to make a plan for times of 
higher stress.

LIFE STRESS

BEGINNERS VS. EXPERTS
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Fitness does so many brilliant things for our mind and our body and it’s 
important to keep moving and working on our fitness throughout life, 
whatever stage we’re at.  The great thing is, fitness is multifaceted. There 
are countless things to aim for and train for and there are countless ways 
to exercise and move your body.

FITNESS IS FOREVER
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CHOOSE YOUR JOURNEY 
At AKR, we have a number of different things you could focus on. It’s 
up to you to choose your journey based on what’s most important to 
you right now.

Want to improve overall fitness and gym performance? 
You can test yourself in our regular Personal Challenge Week.

Want to tone up, lose fat or build muscle? 
You can measure your progress using our sophisticated InBody machine.

Want to build sustainable healthy habits? 
Follow along with our fortnightly skill practices and use our habit tracking 
cards.

Want an event to train for? 
We have the AKR Games and also have teams in external events and 
obstacle course runs.

Want to improve mobility/movement skills? 
As well as the mobility work we do in SGPT sessions try our Recharge & 
Restore stretch class or YogaSunday class.

Want to make friends, try new things and just have fun? 
Outside of our sessions we have a social meet-up on the first Saturday of 
each month.

Not sure what you want or just want to feel bit better? #JustShowUp :-)
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FREQUENTLY ASKED 
QUESTIONS
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DO I HAVE TO BE FIT? 
No. Our members vary in age and 
fitness level. Yes, you’ll see some 
super-fit people here, but they all 
started somewhere. Your fitness 
goal is unique to you. We’ll assess 
your current level, personalise your 
programme and take it at a pace 
that works for you.

WHAT IF I HAVE TO MISS 
DAYS DURING 
THE 30-DAY TRIAL? 
Don’t worry. If something comes up 
or you’re away for a few days, let 
us know, and we’ll happily extend 
the trial period.

WHAT HAPPENS AFTER 
MY 30-DAY TRIAL? 
You’re free to choose. If you want 
to carry on and work with us to 
reach your goals, we’ll suggest 
an appropriate membership 
option and programme going 
forward. If you decide AKR isn’t 
for you, you can simply say 
goodbye. We’ll be sorry to see 
you go, but we accept that we 
can’t be all things to all people.

WHAT IF I HAVE ACHES, 
PAINS OR INJURIES? 
No problem. Many of our 
members come to us with injuries 
or life-related issues like joint 
niggles and back pain. We’re not 
physiotherapists, but the team 
is highly experienced in creating 
programmes that work with, and 
ultimately improve, a wide range 
of conditions.

WHAT IF I REGISTER FOR 
THE TRIAL AND CHANGE 
MY MIND? 
You’ll get your money back. No 
hassle, no questions, no hard 
feelings. The thought of forcing 
anyone into fitness isn’t for us.

WHAT IS MYZONE? 
MYZONE is an innovative heart-
rate monitoring system that we 
use at AKR. It provides real-time 
feedback on the intensity you’re 
working out at, which you can see 
on your color-coded, easy-to-read 
Effort Tile which is shown on our 
screen. It also “gamifies” fitness 
by awarding you MYZONE Effort 
Points (MEPs) and different award 
levels based on the effort you put in 
each week and month. It’s a brilliant 
piece of fitness tracking tech that is 
available to members at AKR.
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NOTES
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18 S College Street, Aberdeen, AB11 6JX follow us @AKR_Fitness

AKRFitness.com
01224 587039

http://www.akrfitness.com
https://www.facebook.com/AKRFitness
https://www.instagram.com/akr_fitness/

